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Abstract 
If a solar cell is partially shaded in a photovoltaic module, it can be reverse-biased and therefore dissipate power 
rather than generating it. When being locally concentrated, this power dissipation can lead to hot spots damaging 
solar modules irreversibly. In order to assess the hot spot danger of solar cells prior to module integration, their 
operating points under partial shading conditions need to be known which can be determined by simulation. We 
show, that deviations between simulated and measured module I-V characteristics can be explained by contrary 
temperature- and illumination-dependent effects on the reverse characteristic of a multi-crystalline silicon solar cell.  
A negative temperature coefficient for voltages of V < -12.5 V in the temperature range of T = 25-50°C is determined 
to be mainly due to type II and III breakdown while a positive illumination coefficient is found for V < -6 V which 
predominantly originates from locally distributed currents. 
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1. Motivation and introduction 
Partial shading of solar cells being assembled in conventional photovoltaic modules  can lead to the 
shaded cells operating under reverse bias; that is , they dissipate power rather than generating it [1]. In  
multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) solar cells, reverse bias can lead to localized electrical junction 
breakdown [2] causing localized heating. The breakdown sites are categorized into three types with 
different characteristics [3]  from paste remnants on the wafer 
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surface [4] [5] 
avalanche-like breakdown behaviour [6]. Usually, breakdown  phenomena are investigated in the dark 
(except multip lication factor imaging [7]). However, it has been shown, that the worst case global power 
dissipation of a solar cell [8] and the local maximum power density [9] of voltage-limited solar cells occur 
under partial shading conditions (i.e. one part of the cell is illuminated while the other part is shaded). 
Within this work, also illumination-dependent effects on the reverse characteristic of mc-Si solar cells are 
investigated. 
Fig. 1a showcases the motivation for this study. Simulated and measured I-V  curves of an industrial 
module under different shading and temperature conditions  are depicted. While the simulation describes 
the module I-V curve well for a shading ratio of R = 0 % (that is all cells are completely illuminated) at 
T = 25°C (STC) and T = 50°C (climate chamber), deviations are found when one cell is being partially 
shaded. Once the module current exceeds the short-circuit current Isc of the partially shaded cell, the 
module I-V   [8]. Fig. 1c shows a cut-
out of the module I-V curve with one cell being fully shaded (R = 100 %) and Fig. 1b with the same cell 
being partially shaded (R = 30 %). For h igh reverse voltages Vrev beyond the point of bypass diode (BPD) 
activation (for those measurements the BPD was removed to allow full b reakdown of the shaded cell), 
simulated and measured curves differ significantly. For cells with higher net base doping which break 
down at lower Vrev [10] o r for modules with longer strings, the discussed effects can als o show before the 
point of BPD activation. For R =100 %, both curves line up until the point of BPD activation and the cell 
breaks down at a higher reverse bias than expected from the simulat ion. For R  = 30 %, simulated and 
measured curves deviate already below the voltage of BPD act ivation and line up again for high reverse 
voltages. For the accurate prediction of possible hot spot danger from cell characterisation and adequate 
worst case hot spot testing, e.g. during module certification, it is essential that the operating point of solar 
cells under partial shading conditions can be determined. Hence, the observed deviations between 
simulated and measured module I-V curves are critical to be understood. As input for the simulation, the 
measured reverse characteristic at T = 25°C in the dark has been parameterised. The measurement 
conditions for partial shading of the cell are Tmodule = 50°C and R  100 %. Hence, the influence of 
varying temperature T and shading ratio R on the reverse characteristic are investigated, separately.  
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Measured (STC, T = 25°C and climate chamber, T = 50°C) and simulated module I-V curves for different shading ratios R 
with (closed symbols) and without (open symbols) a bypass diode being incorporated. (b) Detail for R = 30 %. (c) Detail for 
R = 100 %. 
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2. Characterisation 
To investigate the effect of varying temperature and shading ratio on the reverse behaviour of mc -Si 
solar cells, similar cells to the ones previously incorporated into the tested module (i.e. comparable 
feedstock and solar cell process) have been characterised by means of T- and R-dependent current-voltage 
(I-V) and lock-in thermography (LIT) measurements. The parameter range is chosen to cover the 
difference between simulat ion input and module measurements, i.e . T = 25°C  50°C and R = 0  100 %. 
Within this paper, the results for one of the characterised cells are discussed in detail. Table  1 gives 
characteristic cell performance parameters. The wafer used for processing is cut from a fraction solidified 
of approximately 25 % of the brick height and has a base resistivity of b = 1.02 cm. It  can be stated, 
that the discussed cell represents a good, state-of-the-art aluminium back-surface-field mc-Si solar cell. 
Table 1. I-V parameters efficiency , open-circuit voltage Voc, short-circuit current density Jsc, fill factor FF, shunt resistance Rp and 
dark reverse bias parameters current density Jdark(Vrev = -12 V) and voltage of the tested solar cell Vrev,dark(I = 10 A). 
2.1. Current-voltage 
Fig. 2a shows the results of the temperature dependent I-V measurements at R = 100 %. The reverse 
characteristic is not significantly affected for voltages up to Vrev = -12.5 V with the temperature 
coefficient (TC ) (defined as dI/dT at const. Vrev) being zero or slightly positive. The prev iously reported 
clear positive TC in the soft BD regime [11, 12] has not been observed in the considered T regime. This 
might be due to the temperature not exceeding T = 50°C. This is also true for other, investigated cells. For 
Vrev < -12.5 V, the TC is negative for T > 25°C and gets more negative with decreasing Vrev, see inlay in 
Fig.2a.. This negative TC exp lains well the reduced currents measured under full shading conditions for 
voltages beyond the point of bypass diode activation , see Fig. 1c. However, the increased currents 
measured under partial shading cannot be explained by T-dependent effects. 
Voc Jsc FF Rp Jdark(Vrev = -12 V) Vrev,dark(I = 10 A) 
[%] [mV] [mA/cm2] [%] [ cm2] [mA/cm2] [V] 
17.0 627.1 34.0 79.9 8170 3.6 -14.7 
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Fig. 2. Cell I-V measurements: (a) T-dependence of I(Vrev) at R = 100 %. (b) R-dependence of I(Vrev) at T = 25°C. (c,d) Combined 
R- and T-dependence of I(Vrev) across entire experimental matrix. (e) Fitted slope of T- and R-dependence in the investigated 
parameter space. 
 
To evaluate the illumination dependence of the reverse bias behaviour, different shading ratios have 
been applied. That is, the cell is characterized with one part being illuminated with an intensity of 
E = 1 sun while the other part is in the dark.  Fig. 2b shows the result of the I-V  measurements at 
T = 25°C. The measured current values are each  corrected with  the respective short-circuit  current values 
Isc to extract the dependence of the reverse characteristic only. With decreasing shading ratio the current 
IC ) with a significant value for Vrev < -6 V. When comparing 
Fig. 1b  and Fig. 2b, a clear correlation can  be seen. Hence, the deviation of simulation and experiment 
can be attributed to a positive IC with decreasing shading ratio. As depicted in Fig. 2b, the illumination 
influence occurs significantly before the hard breakdown regime.  
In the last two paragraphs, the cases of varying temperature for R  = 100 % and varying shading ratio 
for T = 25°C have been discussed. Fig. 2c,d show the results for the entire investigated (T, R) matrix for 
Vrev = -14.4 V and Vrev = -12.0 V. Since both plots lead to planes, the presented results are also valid for 
other points of the matrix, e.g. varying T at R = 50 % and so forth. Those graphs also show, that at Vrev = -
14.4 V the negative TC and the positive IC balance each other while at Vrev = -12.0 V the positive IC 
dominates. Fig. 2e shows the slopes of the T- and R-dependencies for varying Vrev derived from the inlays 
in Fig. 2a,b. For T, the slope is normalized  to T = 25  50°C (= 100 %). It is shown that coming from low 
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Vrev, the positive IC dominates while at more negative Vrev, the negative TC countervails. This behaviour 
explains, why in Fig. 1b the discrepancy between simulation and measurement at high  negative Vrev is 
significantly lower than in Fig. 1c.  
In summary, the observed discrepancies between measured and simulated module characteristics with 
a partially shaded cell can be explained by the effects of differing temperature and shading ratio (that is, 
partial illumination of the cell while being reverse biased) on the reverse characteristic of a mc-Si solar 
cell. To  investigate the origin  of the observed effects and the role  of localized junction breakdown, the 
power dissipation is measured locally resolved by lock-in thermography [13]. Since the results for the T- 
and R-dependencies form p lanes across the entire experimental matrix, see Fig. 2c,d, the remainder of the 
paper focuses on the cases of R = 100% to investigate temperature dependence and T = 35°C for 
illumination dependence. 
2.2. Local behaviour - temperature dependence 
Fig. 3a shows an electroluminescence image under forward bias at V = 0.6 V and Fig. 3b the 
corresponding dark lock-in-thermography (DLIT) image at  Vrev = -14.4 V. Fig. 3c shows the local current 
characteristics extracted from DLIT for the marked spots  assuming the voltage being constant across the 
cell;  the type I breakdown spot sets on early and exh ibits an almost linear I-V behaviour. Both marked 
type II breakdown spots originate from recombination active defects  and exhibit softer breakdown 
characteristics than the marked type III breakdown spot. Additionally, a breakdown free region is 
investigated. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) EL image under forward bias of V = 0.6 V. (b) Dark lock-in thermography image at V = -14.4 V and T = 25°C. (c) Local 
I-V characteristic assuming Vxy = V. 
 
Fig. 4a,b depict the power dissipation in each spot depending on temperature for d ifferent Vrev. As 
shown in Fig. 3, the different breakdown types set on at different  voltages. The breakdown free region 
shows no temperature dependence while type I, II.1 and III exh ibit a negative TC with 
|TCtype III| > |TCtype II.1| > |TCtype I| with the TC getting more negative with decreasing voltage. Type III 
breakdown is expected to exhib it the most negative TC due to its avalanche-type characteristic. In 
contrast, type II.2 exh ibits a positive TC. Fig. 4c,d show the relative change in-between T = 25°C and 
T = 50°C of the local current with temperature for Vrev = -12 V and Vrev = -14.6 V, respectively, which has 
been determined with a method called  TC-DLIT [7]. At Vrev = -12 V, i.e. before the onset voltage of most 
present breakdown spots, almost the entire cell shows no temperature coefficient while only a low 
number of spots exhibits a positive and negative TC. At Vrev = -14.6 V, with all considered breakdown 
mechanis ms being active, the breakdown free regions show no TC while most breakdown spots exhib it a 
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clearly negative TC. Only  few spots, such as the marked spot type II.2, show a positive TC which leads to 
a globally negative TC  of the cell. Hence, it is shown, that the observed temperature-dependent change in 
current under reverse bias for Vrev < -12.5 V is caused by localized junction breakdown mechanisms 
dominated by type II and III breakdown. These findings correlate well with p revious studies  (a nice 
summary is given in [14]) on the temperature dependence of breakdown mechanisms. The exception is 
the clearly positive TC of type II.2. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) T-dependent power dissipation in spots type II.1 and type III. (b) T-dependent power dissipation in spots type II.2, type I 
(c) Temperature coefficient TC resulting from TC-DLIT for V = -12 V. (d) TC for V = -14.6 V. 
2.3. Local behaviour - illumination dependence 
To investigate the effect of illumination on the reverse behaviour locally resolved, the mult iplication 
factor (MF) has been mapped applying a technique called MF-ILIT [7] (ILIT = illuminated lock-in 
thermography). The g lobal MF  of a solar cell is defined as the ratio of the illumination-induced current 
change at reverse voltage Vrev, I(Vrev), compared to the illumination-induced current change at a less 
negative reverse voltage Vrev,low, I(Vrev,low), as 
.
)(
)()(
lowrev,
rev
rev VI
VIVMF    (1) 
That is, if there is no multip licat ion of the photo-current (MF = 1), the dark reverse I-V characteristic 
will shift by I(Vrev) = I(Vrev,low) = Isc due to illumination across the entire reverse bias range. When the 
photo-current is multip lied, I(Vrev) > I(Vrev,low) holds for |Vrev| > |Vrev,low| and therefore MF(Vrev) > 1. The 
difference I(Vrev) - I(Vrev,low) is equivalent to the difference between the Isc-shifted partially shaded 
reverse characteristics and the dark characteristic, see Fig. 2b. The reference voltage Vrev,low is usually 
chosen at a voltage before photo-current multiplication sets in.  
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Fig. 5 shows the local MF derived from MF-ILIT for different voltage pairs and illumination levels . 
The illumination levels investigated are E = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 suns with the voltages being chosen at 
Vrev,low = -5 V for a voltage before deviations due to illumination occur in the global I-V curve, Vrev = -
12.5 V as a voltage before the onset of type III breakdown and Vrev = -14.4 V as a voltage with the entire 
cell being broken down. For MF(-14.4 V/-5 V), it  can be seen that many breakdown spots exhib it a h igher 
local MF than the remainder of the cell. However, also the breakdown free spots show a mult iplication 
factor of MF  > 1. Fig. 6a shows the medium value for the selected spots. Spots type I and type II.2 show a 
similar behaviour with an MF only slightly higher than for the breakdown free area of the cell with the 
values increasing for higher illumination levels. Spots type II.1 and type III both show a decreasing MF 
with increasing illumination level with the decrease being more pronounced for type III. Th is is due to the 
definition of the local MF as [7] 
.
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90
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90
thermalD
thermalDlow
VS
VS
VVV
VVVVMF xyxy    (2) 
Parameters with values for the discussed cell and measurement environment are junction diffusion 
voltage VD = 0.919 V and thermalizat ion voltage of the laser illumination Vthermal = 0.197 V;  Sxy is the 
lock-in thermography signal. If the external voltage is kept constant, a higher photo-induced current due 
to a higher illumination level leads to a higher voltage drop from the busbar to the local breakdown spot, 
as illustrated in Fig. 6c. Because type II.1 and type III exh ibit steep local I-V characteristics at Vrev =-
14.4 V, see Fig. 3c, a s mall drop in local voltage leads to a strong decrease in local dark current and 
therefore a smaller effective mult iplication than at lower illumination levels. This consideration represents 
the realistic case for a partially shaded cell in a module: the busbar voltage is determined  by the other 
cells for a g iven module arch itecture and the series resistance loss will change upon partial illumination. 
For the physical illumination dependence of the MF, each spot should be considered at a constant local 
voltage. However, this is not relevant for this study. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Local multiplication factor MF derived from MF-ILIT  for different illumination levels and volt age pairs. 
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With the assumption of
,
)(
~
thermalD
90
VVV
VS
I xy (3)
which already motivates Eq. (2), an effective MF for the entire cell is calculated according to 
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VVV
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VS
MF (4)
The results are given in Fig. 6a. When summing up the numerator and denominator of Eq . (4), the 
busbars are not considered. Also, the shunt in the bottom right corner of the cell is omitted due to the 
thermography signal leaving the linear range of our camera. Note, that it is important to consider all given 
MF values of single spots in respect to this effective MF of the entire cell. 
Fig. 6. (a) Local multiplication factor for selected spots. (b) Relative share of breakdown mechanisms and breakdown free regions 
of the multiplied photo-current. (c) Sketch of series connection of a single spot in respect to the busbars. (d) Correlation of (b) to 
measured absolute current values.
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To estimate the share of each indiv idual breakdown mechanism of the multiplied  current, a  theoretical 
image at Vrev can be calculated by replacing the measured, locally vary ing MFxy by a constant MFxy,theor.. 
This leads to 
.
)(
)(
thermalD
90
theor.xy,
theor.xy,
thermalDlow
low
90
xy
VVV
VS
VMF
VVV
VS
   (5) 
With Eq. (3), a theoretical ratio in implied currents to the actually measured value can be calculated via 
.
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)(
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   (6) 
By setting MFxy,theor. = MFxy,no breakdown in Eq. (6), the share of the breakdown free regions of the cell in 
total current mult iplication can be estimated. That is, it is assumed that the entire cell was breakdown 
free. Fig. 6b shows the result; the share of the breakdown free regions in multiplied current increases from 
70 % to 77.5 % with increasing illumination and therefore dominates over the breakdown -induced 
multip licat ion. By setting MFxy,theor. = 1 and MFxy,theor. = MFxy,no breakdown in Eq. (5), respectively, the share 
of the breakdown free reg ions in the total current mult iplication can be converted into a quantitative 
current difference via 
.
)1(ratio)(ratio
)1(ratio)(ratio
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MFMFMF
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I
  (7) 
The result is shown in Fig. 6d. Out of the total current difference of Itotal = I(Vrev = -14.4 V) -
 I(Vrev,low = -5 V) = 2.02 A, a share of Ino breakdown = 1.57 A is estimated to be due to the breakdown free 
areas compared to Ibreakdown = 0.46 A for the additional breakdown-related current multiplication. 
As shown in section 2.1, a  significant current multip licat ion is already observed for voltages of Vrev < -
6 V. That is why a second voltage, Vrev = -12.5 V is selected; this voltage is less negative than the on-set 
voltage of hard breakdown and close to the point of bypass diode activation under module operating 
conditions. Fig. 5 shows the results for MF(-12.5 V/-5 V). The images appear noticeably more uniform 
than the MF(-14.4 V/-5 V) images without significant multiplication in the breakdown spots. Fig. 6a 
shows that all spots behave similarly to the breakdown free reg ion. When estimating the share of the 
breakdown free regions in multip lied currents, values of 83.6 % to 90.5 % result, see Fig. 6b,d. Hence, the 
current mult iplication is even dominated more by the b reakdown free reg ions than for Vrev = -14.4 V with 
estimated values of Ino breakdown = 0.99 A and Ibreakdown = 0.19 A for Itotal = I(Vrev = -12.5 V) -
 I(Vrev,low = -5 V) = 1.18 A. 
3. Conclusion 
In summary, the deviations between simulation and measurements of module I-V characteristics with 
partially shaded cells can be exp lained by the separate, countervailing effects of temperature and 
illumination on the reverse characteristic of a mc-Si solar cell. It is shown, that the globally observed 
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temperature coefficient for V  < -12.5 V is main ly due to type II and type III breakdown. This exp lains the 
observed deviations between module I-V simulat ion and measurement at a shading ratio of R = 100 %. 
V < -6 V 
already which is predominantly due to laterally d istributed currents from breakdown free regions of the 
cell. Both effects can exp lain the deviat ions between module simulation and measurements for 
R < 100 %. 
The consequence of the found effects is a shift  in  the operating conditions o f a part ially shaded cell 
which are most likely to affect the worst case shading ratio concerning hot spot endurance. Since this can 
lead to underestimation of worst case hot spot temperatures, the found effects should be considered 
during module certification and solar cell characterisation prior to module integration. 
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